Bargaining Jor bronzes
friends told me they had seen in position about a fortnight
before, had been carried away, possibly for the new road and
the landscape showed nothing but about thirty shapeless holes
and some scattered boulders among which the sheep were
picking their evening way home. As we rode back, and the
valley lay shining before us with the mounds of its cemeteries,
or habitations perhaps, plainly visible under the folds of the
ground, the great age of the world seemed to be revealed
with a sudden poignancy: here men had wandered for thou-
sands of years, their origin and their end unknown. Their
dead lie thicker than the living amid these hills.
The sun had set before we reached our tents, and we met
the digging parties returning in a subdued vein, with their
skewers and picks on their shoulders after an unsuccessful
afternoon. They were going to try again next morning, and
meanwhile scattered to their homes to collect bronzes to sell.
Sitting over 'Abdul Khan's brazier with the Nuralis around
me, I now had a difficult time, for, with no experience to
guide me, I had to estimate every object as it came along and
strike a balance between my anxiety to secure it, the necessity
of not spoiling my own market, the advisability of not
showing that I had any money to speak of with me, and the
fact that in truth I had very little.   I knew nothing at all of
the market price, though of course it must have been well
known to the tribesmen themselves since the whole of Europe
is now flooded with antiques from Luristan (many of them
fakes).   'Abdul Khan, with most remarkable disinterestedness,
now and then told me I was giving too much, and tossed
me a dagger or a bowl for one shilling instead of two, to
the disgust of whichever of his clansmen it happened to belong:
no one, however, contradicted the chief, or would refuse to
sell when he told them to do so.
When the last of the bronzes had been produced and disposed
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